Wherever a brand and an audience come together,
there is a need for TOTAL BRAND ACTIVATION
and a mission for Pico.

We bring brands to life
through powerful and
engaging experiences –
from strategy to execution.

Pico is a leading Total Brand Activation company with a worldwide
presence and a proven track record nearly half a century long.

TOTAL BRAND ACTIVATION
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INNOVATIVE
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Rapid changes in technology are shaping the way people live, work and play.
This shifting landscape makes it essential for brands to develop an effective
and integrated marketing strategy that aligns a single perspective – the brand
promise – across all platforms, modes and channels. We deliver on this promise
with bespoke brand strategy, beginning with strategic development and ending
with cross-platform solutions. By synergistically blending technological, digital,
gaming, social media and other traditional engagements to create cutting-edge
real space and real time experiences, we provide innovative result-driven
solutions which generate compelling moments and form deep and lasting
relationships with the right audiences.

INSIGHTFUL
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Total Brand Activation is an insightful, response-driven approach that does not
depend on fixed rules, limited creativity or pre-packaged solutions. It creates an
immersive audience experience that ignites the right emotions, delivers honed
messages and stimulates the desired responses. Across all environments, Pico
activates touch points with designed live and digital interactions to create
engagements and profound relationships with target audiences.

INSPIRED
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Our strength comes from the diversity of some 2,000 inspired professionals in nearly
40 major cities worldwide and the depth of our understanding of different cultures
and industry practices. Backed by some 80,000 sq. m. of production facilities across
five continents, we are passionate about achieving our clients’ missions across multiple
activation platforms – from exhibitions, events and world expos; to retail and branded
environments, museums and themed environments, visual identity solutions, sports
marketing and overlays, and venue management and consultation.
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HALF A
CENTURY OF

Expanded into China, Asia, Europe
and North America.
Diversified into exhibition-related
businesses like interior fit-out and
event management.

GROWTH AND
SUCCESS

Successfully delivered our first World
Expo project at the Expo1986 in
Vancouver.

Incorporated in Singapore
as a private limited company
delivering exhibition standbuilding work.

Pico was founded in
Singapore in 1969 as
Pico Art Studio.

Commercial Artist

Exhibition
Stand-Builder

Image-Builder

1960s

1970s

1980s
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Listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange
under the name Pico Far East Holdings Limited
(SEHK: 752).
Became a global event marketing company.

Surpassed a total of 70 expo pavilions
activated over the past 30 years,
paving the way for Pico’s ninth World
Expo at Expo Milano 2015.
Pioneered Total Brand Activation in
the industry.

Started building our proven track record
in major sports venue overlays with 2004
Athens Olympics, followed by subsequent
Summer and Winter Olympics, Commonwealth
Games, Asian Games and many more.
Taking Total Brand Activation to new
heights with futuristic offerings and
integrated marketing strategies, Pico
is well placed to be our clients’ partner
of choice.

Successfully delivered top-tier world
economic events – the IMF World Bank
Meetings 2006 and APEC 2009.
Engaged in theming works for famous
theme parks in Hong Kong and Singapore.

Event Marketing Company

Experiential
Marketing Company

Total Brand Activation Company

1990s

2000s

2010s

NOW and going forward

TOTAL BRAND ACTIVATION

Expanded into Vietnam and the Middle East.
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YEARS OF

RECOGNITION AND ACCLAIM

First in Asia-Pacific’s Best Event Agency by CEI
Asia Industry Excellence in Business Events
survey (2015)
Top Three Event Companies by Special Events
Magazine of North America (2012-2014)
Gold Award at Event Marketing Agency of the
Year in Hong Kong (2012)
Outstanding Conference and Exhibition Organiser
- Quamnet Outstanding Enterprise Awards in
Hong Kong (2013)

Two Bronze Awards in the Best Event for
Community Service and Best Exhibition Event
categories at The Marketing Events Awards in
Singapore (2014)
Best Booth Design at the Recognising Award
Winning Results Awards in Malaysia (2013)
Bronze Award and Local Hero Award for
Event Marketing Agency of the Year Awards in
Singapore (2013)
Bronze Award for Excellence in Sponsorship
Activation at the Marketing Excellence Awards
in Hong Kong (2012)
Best Business Event Service Experience Award at
the Singapore Experience Awards for four
consecutive years (2009-2012)
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Gold Award in the Public Relations and Event Category at the 2012 Korea Business
Communication Awards for the Singapore Pavilion at Expo 2012 Yeosu Korea
Best Exhibit for the Philippines, Best Activity and an Honourable Mention for Singapore
Pavilion at the Exhibitor Magazine Expo 2012 Awards

Best Designs:
More than 30 awards at Bangkok
International Motor Show 2001-2014
Four awards at the Best 600th Design
in Kuala Lumpur 2009-2010
Two awards at International Greentech
& Eco Products Exhibition & Conference
Malaysia 2011-2012

Hong Kong Caring Company Award
2007-2014
Manpower Developer 2013-2015 at
the 4th Employees Retraining Board
Manpower Developer Award Scheme
in Hong Kong

TOTAL BRAND ACTIVATION

Two Gold Awards and Two Silver Awards for Creative Display and Theme Development
for the Philippines, Singapore and Lithuania Pavilions at Expo 2012 Yeosu Korea
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Quality

world class, world conscious

With a mission to be our clients’ partner of choice and our people’s employer of choice, the Pico’s Vision 2020 makes a
commitment to delivering excellence across every aspect of our business: people, place, profit, planet and professionalism.
This focus allows us to achieve sustainable and healthy growth and become a leader in environmental best practices, health
and safety, and corporate social responsibility.
Quality is a key consideration in the services we offer, with excellence and sustainability being central to all processes we
employ and the services we deliver. We are leading the industry towards a new standard for green events, to ensure that
the world is a better place for humankind’s next generation.
In each of our offices around the world, Pico strives to exceed our clients’ expectations. To do this, we are constantly
upgrading and improving our capabilities. The majority of our offices have received several quality, environment management
and other professional accreditations.
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a new standard introduced for Sustainable Event Management which was
tested successfully at the 2012 London Olympics

OHSAS 18001 – Occupational Health and Safety Management System Certification
GBT 28001 - Occupational Health and Safety Management System Certification
SA 8000 - Social Accountability Management Certification
LEED Silver member
A member of Emirates Green Building Council
A member of the U.S. Green Building Council

TOTAL BRAND ACTIVATION

ISO 9001 - Quality Certification
ISO 14001 - Environmental Management Certification
ISO 20121 - Sustainable Event Management Certification

FROM

STRATEGY

TO EXECUTION
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THAI Airways Welcomes
its First Dreamliner
Bangkok

Integrated
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Pico teams became part of aviation history when they
activated an integrated three-part welcome ceremony
to celebrate the arrival of THAI Airways’ first-ever
Boeing 787 Dreamliner, the most innovative aircraft
in the sky.
The activation was created in three stages – the
Reveal, the Communication and the Celebration,
each of which was conceived, designed, fabricated
and managed by Pico.
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The Reveal took place at Suvarnabhumi Airport, also
known as Bangkok International Airport – after the
aircraft touched down, the taxiing plane was
enthusiastically greeted by a water salute and a
‘march out’ of 300 THAI staff wearing coloured
uniforms. They quickly arranged themselves to form
a giant, waving 787 logo – stylishly welcoming the
plane as it parked.

The Celebration took place at the 10,000 sq. m. THAI
Hangar at Suvarnabhumi Airport – the first full event
ever to be held here. Over 1,000 guests enjoyed the
lavish fleet upgrade ceremony, with a full orchestra
and opera singers and speeches by the THAI vice
chairman and Boeing and Rolls-Royce executives, as
staff and stakeholders of THAI Airways celebrated
this important milestone in sky-high style.
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The Communication involved spreading the news of
the plane’s imminent arrival via social networks and
inviting guests and VIPs to the party via a customdesigned e-vite card.

Engagement

Taking Jaguar Alive to
the Winners’ Podium
Beijing and Shanghai
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To help drive higher brand awareness for Jaguar
across China, Pico activated Jaguar Alive Technology
events in Shanghai and Beijing, creating a lot of buzz
in automotive circles.
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Audiences were presented with cutting-edge and
engaging experiences inside the high-tech Jaguar Dome,
which was centred on the four different components
of Jaguar Alive technology: ‘Body’, ‘Soul’, ‘Drive’ and
‘Enjoyment’. Each key theme created curiosity and
further engagement.
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The ‘Body’ section featured a Jaguar XJ car and its
corresponding aluminium frame ‘floating’ above the
vehicle, showcasing its lightweight technology. In the
‘Soul’ section, featuring Jaguar’s Intuitive Control
Technology, visitors played with three interactive
transparent screens placed in front of the vehicle’s
dashboard and used gestures to control them. In
‘Drive’, visitors activated the engine button and then
used hand movements to choose between various
driving scenarios propelled by Jaguar’s Adaptive
Dynamics Technology.

Finally, in ‘Enjoyment’, an interactive installation of 15
iMac computers highlighted Jaguar’s Rear-Seat
Entertainment Technology.
A combination of striking visuals and innovative
multimedia technology helped accelerate awareness
and excitement about Jaguar Alive Technology at both
events, attracting over 15,000 visitors in total.

Hitting the High Notes
at Sandance
Dubai

Engagement
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Sandance, Dubai’s premiere music festival, is an
annual gathering of world-renowned musicians.
Welcoming fans from all over the Emirates and
beyond, this five-star music festival boasts an
impressive line up of main stage events, backstage
experiences, VVIP treats and incredible music.
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Over the years, Pico has created an integrated,
unconventional and hip image for Toyota through a
series of activations, giveaways and light-based
interactive displays which bring all the elements of a
music beach party to life.
Aiming to make the name Toyota synonymous with
live music events, we provided signature activations
on the master theme of each event – like ‘Mardi Gras’,
‘Carnival’ and ‘Moonlight’. Keeping the energy and
creativity levels high, we have helped each successive
Sandance event grow in size – a recent event saw a
turnout of 16,000 people and the buzz continues
to grow.
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This star-studded line up of creative and innovative campaigns
ensured that everyone was talking about Toyota, both at
the festivals and online.

TOTAL BRAND ACTIVATION

Audiences were kept constantly engaged via social media,
like the ‘Make Some Noise’ campaign, which used loud
cheering to reward festival audiences; and the Toyota
POSE! Activation, allowing partygoers to pose for an
optical illusion-based photo-op and then immediately
upload the results to Facebook. The results speak for
themselves – over 430,000 and over 370,000 impressions
on Facebook and Twitter respectively in just one day.

Making Incredible Audi
Technology Accessible
Beijing, Guangzhou and Shanghai

Digital
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FAW Audi wanted to drive its brand image and create
delightful, innovative and unforgettable experiences for
Audi customers. Pico’s mission was to ‘humanise’ the
technologies behind Audi’s futuristic vehicles and give
insight into future car development in a straightforward
and engaging way, allowing consumers to grasp and
relate to the complex Audi technology and build affinity
with the brand.
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Audi’s technical wizardry was elaborated on through
three different channels: Audi Connect, e-tron and
Ultra – focusing on connectivity with the Internet, the
science behind an electric car and advances made in
aluminium structures. The 400 sq. m. modular space
was newly-designed, fabricated and carefully divided
into four main experiential zones – Connect, e-tron,
Ultra and Land of Quattro.
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Inside, the gallery became an innovative arcade full of
entertainment and engagement. Visitors lived every turn,
bump and thrill of the Land of Quattro journey through a
4D cinematic experience, generated power for an electric
car and examined the inside of an Audi car via an x-ray
machine, among a host of other activities. Each of these
were designed to make the ‘under the hood’ technology
simple – using technology to explain technology and present
complicated concepts in the clearest and most engaging
way – powering FAW Audi to even greater heights.

Creative

Charriol at BaselWorld:
Running Like Clockwork
Basel
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Established in 1983 by Phillippe Charriol in Geneva,
today Charriol is a global prestige brand encompassing
timepieces, fine jewellery and accessories, distributed
worldwide. The brand’s signature motif is the iconic
cable design watch. Charriol wanted to develop a
new look for its retail and wholesale outlets expressing
the essence of this Swiss brand and the flair of its
French heritage and styling.
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The new retail development by Pico brought the
essence of the brand to life, utilising Charriol’s prune
brand colour with a series of natural highlights and
glorifiers, enhancing the qualities of each individual
product. The design combines a new look at traditional
elements of French furnishing, balanced with
ultra-modern retail architecture and expressions of the
Charriol cable motif.
At Baselworld, the world’s premier watch and jewellery
exhibition, Pico designed a stand for Charriol which
perfectly complemented the retail development. The
structure featured an exterior three-dimensional cable
treatment on its towering walls and an animated
vapour screen projection entrance that intrigued and
fascinated visitors.
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Charriol watch and jewellery products were displayed
in niches situated on the exterior approaches of the
stand, with interactive transparent plasma screens
adding animated consistency and emotion to each
individual piece. The interior featured a retail showcase
and snapshot of the new Charriol retail boutiques and
a marketing lounge area where the brand’s distributors
and retailers could discuss the next season’s products
in a softly branded environment.

Artful Sustainability at
i Light Marina Bay
Singapore

Sustainability
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i Light Marina Bay, Asia’s only sustainable light art
festival, was event managed by Pico for the second
year running. The event dazzled festival-goers with
stunning art installations made with recycled materials
and the usage of energy-efficient lighting technologies.
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Pico played a central role in the festival by providing
integrated event management services and conceptual
support to scheduling, hardware, marketing and PR
campaign activation. This ensured that the almost
month-long event was an enthralling, engaging and
artistic celebration of light and the environment.
Visitors were captivated by 28 interactive and
thought-provoking installations curated with the
theme “Light+HeART” and placed around the Bay.
Visitors also enjoyed an array of complimentary events
and activities like free guided tours, boat rides, sporting
activities, bazaars and culinary treats.
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Reflecting both the Pico Sustainability commitment to
creating environmentally-conscious audience experiences
and the festival’s commitment to the environment,
sustainable initiatives like a partnership with this
year’s Earth Hour and a ‘Switch Off Turn Up’ campaign
– rallying residents and buildings in the area to turn
off non-essential lighting and turn up air conditioning
temperatures – helped save enough energy to power
the festival more than 45 times over.
i Light Marina Bay 2014 was a huge success, attracting
some 685,000 visitors, the highest number the festival
has ever seen.
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2014 Sochi Winter Olympics
Sochi

2008 Beijing Olympics Torch
Relay
130 cities across China

Pico provided a wide range
of temporary infrastructure
for the XXII Olympic Winter
Games and XI Paralympic
Winter Games, including tents
and fencing. We also took on
a project management role,
overseeing all work related
to overlays installation at
the Coastal Cluster and its
magnificent Sochi Olympic
Park. Pico also provided 53
tents across both the Coastal
and Mountain clusters, with
the biggest tent – a massive
3,750 sq. m. – being located
at Olympic Park. These tents
included interior fit-out, heating
and ventilation.

The 2008 “Journey of Harmony”
was the longest and highest
Olympic torch relay ever,
travelling 137,000 km and
taking four months to complete.
Mountaineers in the Tibet
Autonomous Region even
carried the flame to the top of
the world – the 5,200 metrehigh Mount Qomolangma.
Pico was entrusted to provide
logistics management support
for its leg of the nationwide
torch relay which visited 130
Chinese cities including Beijing.

Acer at the 2012 London
Olympics
London

2004 Athens Olympics
Athens

Acer needed to balance
high-profile branding with
providing an invaluable service
to Olympic and Paralympic
athletes. The Acer Internet
lounges at the Athletes’ Villages
offered athletes who were
far from home free internet
access and a place to unwind,
while the 1,200 sq. m. Acer
Pavilion gave visitors to the
Olympic Park a series of thrilling
and unforgettable experiences,
showcasing humankind’s
greatest sporting and
technological achievements.

Appointed as an official
contractor, the Pico-led
consortium supplied and
installed mobile temporary
support units for all 14 venues
including the prestigious
Olympic Stadium itself. The
scope of our services included
the installation of over
50,000 sq. m. of fully-functional
tents; 1,000 flag and banner
poles; offices, signage, fencing,
stages and furniture.

Oil Pavilion at the 2010
Shanghai World Expo
Shanghai

Pico was commissioned to
design, build and project
manage the Philippines Pavilion.
From an exterior designed to
immerse the visitor in a coral
reef dive in the company of
a whale shark, to a series of
floor-to-ceiling projection
walls offering a 360-degree
panoramic view of the breadth
of the Philippines’ marine
biodiversity, to four glowing
‘coral pods’ highlighting the
importance of preserving the
Islands of Diversity through
ecotourism; this pavilion was
bursting with imagination.

The ‘Oil Pavilion’ was an awardwinning 6,190 sq. m. exhibit
that reinforced the expo’s theme
of ‘Better City, Better Life’ with
displays of products related
to or made from petroleum.
Pico provided detailed design
and interior decoration, and
provided turnkey services
including exhibition, multimedia
presentation and operations
management. One of the
pavilion’s highlights was a 4D
cinema featuring a 28 m. x 7 m.
curved screen – the largest of
its kind in China.

Basel/Geneva/Zurich Urban
Best Practices Area Exhibition
Pavilion at the 2010 Shanghai
World Expo
Shanghai

UAE Pavilion at the 2010
Shanghai World Expo
Shanghai

Pico was appointed to handle
operations management,
facility management and
event management of the
UBPA Swiss Cities Pavilion. We
co-managed the four official
events for the pavilion, including
the opening ceremony, ‘Cities
Day’, ‘Swiss Day’ and the
closing ceremony.

Pico brought to life a story
which was created by the
client’s media producers.
We managed and directed
the construction and
implementation of the interior
exhibition work, audio visual
and lighting, creating a pavilion
that engaged visitors in a
dialogue exploring the inherent
tensions of city living in the
21st century and relating this
inspiring story to the world
using the latest technology.
As a result, the pavilion was
named number one in the
‘Top 10 Must-Sees’ by Lifestyle
magazine in June 2010.
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Philippines Pavilion at Expo
2012 Yeosu Korea
Yeosu
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Sicily-Rome American
Cemetery Visitor Centre
Nettuno

Universal Studios Singapore
Singapore

A new and modern building
was built to replace the
existing centre at a World
War II military cemetery. Pico
was selected to fabricate
and fit-out the interior and
provide audio-visual installation
for the new building in
Nettuno, Italy.

Pico and our partner were
commissioned to design and
build themed elements and
area development works for
the Egypt, Lost World,
Hollywood and New York
Zones, including life-sized T-Rex
skeletons and sculptures.

Lotte World Adventure
Multimedia Night Parade
Seoul

Ocean Park Jellyfish Exhibit
Hong Kong

Lotte World Adventure
unveiled its new multimedia
night parade, entitled “Let’s
Dream”, in July 2014 in
Seoul, Korea to celebrate its
25th anniversary. Pico was
involved in the creation of 19
floats for the parade, providing
professional lighting, fabrication
and vendor management
services. A150-strong team
was engaged in every
performance, working alongside
some of the biggest names in
song-writing, puppeteering
and production – including
a songwriter from Cirque du
Soleil, and a musical puppet
designer for the Lion King and
Cirque du Soleil.

The exhibit was designed
and built in the form of eight
scenes with cylindrical jellyfish
tanks, textured floor finish, a
themed ceiling and illuminated
graphics. LCD monitors, a
laser zone and mirrors focus
the viewer’s attention, helping
them to better understand
this collection of more than
1,000 sea jellies from around
the world. For children, there
is an effective ‘touch and
go’ interactive zone allowing
them to ‘play’ with jellyfish,
which float away when the
screen is touched.

TV Today Network
Noida

Pico have had an established
track record in activating the
Ferrari brand. The design of
this showroom was the first
of its kind in the world. As
such, we had to source and
stress test some of the
fabrication methods
suggested by our Italian
counterparts and in many
cases, suggest and implement
new production techniques
to reduce costs or ensure a
more robust product. In the
end, we lived up to our
promise by delivering a fast
and high-quality
turnkey project.

Pico helped a globally-significant
media group, the Indian
Today Group, create new
television studios for one of
its television holdings – TV
Today. Adhering to strict
standards and pre-testing the
full-length backlit lightboxes
and all studio colours to ensure
that they were suitable for
broadcast was part of the
job, as was making sure all
fitting details were checked
and approved by the client.

Samsung New Business
Experience Centre
Shanghai

Rolls-Royce Customer Lounge
Various cities worldwide

Pico designed, created and
project managed Samsung’s
first Industry Solutions
Experience Centre in Shanghai,
marking a new era in the
development of Samsung’s
business in China. Divided
into eight sections, the
470 sq. m. centre provides
Samsung’s business customers
with innovative, leading-edge
solutions in a high-tech,
high-quality environment.

At the lounge, visitors receive
first-class hospitality including
refreshments and detailed
presentations on different
models and the company’s
operations. The lounge also
offers a comfortable and
convenient environment
where different options of
colour and leather or veneer
trim materials are displayed,
allowing customers to pick
their favourites. The lounge
is part of a global Rolls-Royce
brand identity standard, with
over 50 lounges introduced
around the world.
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Ferrari Showroom
Singapore
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Coke Summer
Liaoning

Chevy Fun Drive
Bangkok

Coca-Cola gave its customers
in Liaoning a summer to
remember when the global
soft drink giant organised the
‘Share a Coke with Mayday
Red Party’ in an event that
began with fun-filled family
activities and ended on a
high note with a concert by
Mayday, one of Taiwan’s
biggest bands. Pico provided
creative concept development,
stage and programme design
and event management for
the biggest Coca-Cola
consumer event of the year.

The campaign, which focused
on energising the Chevrolet
brand, was fuelled by Chevrolet’s
key message: ‘the power of
play’. What better way to play
with a car then to test drive it
– testing the braking, handling
and suspension on a track;
climbing up a steep ramp at
a ‘mountain simulation’; and
‘kicking’ a giant soccer ball at
an obstacle course?

The Magical Launch of the
Infiniti Q50
Bahrain

Hong Kong World Boutique
Hong Kong

Infiniti took the Bahrain launch
of its new Q50 sedan to the
next level by using a dramatic
illusion to suddenly reveal the
car to an audience of guests
and VIPs. Pico helped make
the magic happen through our
venue setup, entertainment
supply and multimedia services,
designing the stage and
providing an incredible
ambience, intensified through
light and sound as the show
built up to its climax.

Dedicated to promoting local
and global fashion brands,
World Boutique is held alongside
Hong Kong Fashion Week –
Asia’s largest fashion event.
Commissioned again by the
Hong Kong Trade Development
Council, Pico provided design
and production of the catwalk
stage and the foyer area,
fashion show choreography,
backstage management and AV
and lighting services for World
Boutique, as well as event
management for three shows
for Hong Kong Fashion Week
shows.

World Club 10s Rugby
Singapore

Pico delivered a number of
World Cup-related activations
in Rio de Janeiro for our global
client base. At Rio’s Modern
Art Museum we set up the
1,100 sq. m. House of Russia,
a themed venue supporting
the Russian team and promoting
Russia as the host country
for the next World Cup. The
Parque da Bola Rio at the
Jockey Club was the site of
the Japan Pavilion, which
provided a showcase of
Japanese culture, tourism,
food and hospitality, and the
150 sq. m. official fan shop.

As the World Club 10s Rugby
tournament’s official overlay
partner, Pico helped activate
the first-ever event at the
Singapore Sports Hub. We
designed and delivered VIP
hospitality areas, pitchside
benches for replacement
players, pitch-level advertising
hoardings and fabrication
work for the Fan Village,
including the hospitality and
official merchandise areas.

Jaguar Land Rover
Various cities across China

Singapore Sports Hub
Singapore

AE Smith, a member of Pico,
became the designated
corporate and visual identity
supplier for Jaguar Land Rover
in China in 2013. Apart from
superior signage, AE Smith
also began to supply Jaguar
Land Rover with interior display
and furniture items, providing
this valued client with high
quality work and excellent
craftsmanship. The hand-made
Jaguar logos on the signage
are a good example of this
craftsmanship – with each
one being hand-made using
a complicated mirror stainless
steel process, and every muscle
hand-tapped and welded.

Pico’s joint venture company,
Global Spectrum Pico, is the
official venue operations
partner for the 35-hectare
Singapore Sports Hub, a
brand-new integrated sports
and entertainment venue
which began operations in
June 2014. In addition, Pico
has been appointed to be the
commercial signage provider
for corporate sponsors at the
Sports Hub and the Singapore
Indoor Stadium, and the
official interior fit-out provider
for the Sports Hub’s National
Stadium Club Executive Suites.
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World Cup Events in Brazil
Rio de Janeiro
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Australian Defence and
Industry Conference
Adelaide

China Mobile Global
Partner Conference
Guangzhou

Pico helped the Australian
Defence Force create an
environment for the defence
forces and the defence industry
to come together, network
and be part of a conference at
Australia’s Adelaide Convention
Centre. We were responsible for
design, fabrication, multimedia
and project management for the
3,000 sq. m. conference and its
2,500 attendees.

Pico handled design, fabrication
and project management for
this significant conference,
helping raise the profile of
China Mobile and highlight
their position as a major player
in the global telecommunications
market. Our teams created a
consistent and unified image
for the client throughout the
11,000+ sq. m. of conference
space. The striking yet
coherent visual design tied the
entire exhibition together and
simplified the complexities of
the numerous divisions of the
company.

Google’s Multi-screen
Marketing Industry Summit
Shenzhen

APEC China
Beijing

Appointed by Google China,
Pico provided conceptual
design, planning, fabrication
and event management for
the event. High-tech solutions
played an essential role in all
our services, from cloud-based
invitations and registration to
RFID applications and activities
and beyond, helping Google
showcase the most cuttingedge industry developments
to the most important people
in the business.

During the 2014 APEC
Economic Leaders’ Week,
Pico provided a series of
venue set up services – from
the warm welcome given to
leaders at Beijing Capital
International Airport,
through to the official hotel
and most of the meeting
venues, as well as the spouses’
programme. We provided
consistent and flawless
arrangements, delivering much
more than just functional
venue set up services, creating
instead a refined and elegant
ambience delicately aligned
to different meeting and
event objectives.

Dubai Airshow
Dubai

Held every 18 months, this is
an essential conference for the
McDonald’s China leadership
team. Pico has been successfully
producing this event since 2005.
In the 2013 edition, 2,000
delegates from across China met
in Taiwan. Pico offices in Beijing
and Taiwan and MP Shanghai
handled design, on-the-ground
production and event management. Together, the three teams
were responsible for creative
strategy, design, programme
planning, visas, transportation,
accommodation, set production,
show production, entertainment,
souvenirs and printing.

Pico delivered a joint chalet
for Saudia Private Aviation,
Saudia Aerospace Engineering
Industries (SAEI) and the
Prince Sultan Aviation
Academy, as well as a stand
for SAEI. For the 200 sq. m.
joint chalet, we crafted a
professional and futuristic
ambience with some elegant
and uniquely Saudi Arabian
touches; while everything
we created for the 54 sq. m.
stand inspired confidence and
gave SAEI excellent exposure
to their target audience.

Vinexpo Asia-Pacific
Hong Kong

Auto Shanghai
Shanghai

Pico was the official contractor
for this premier professional
wine and spirits exhibition,
handling hall management
and general fittings for the
show and building turnkey
stands for the organiser.
With 1,300 exhibitors from
34 wine-producing nations
presenting the largest variety
of wines and spirits ever seen
in one place in Asia-Pacific,
the show was a huge success
with the almost 17,000 buyers
who attended.

Servicing no less than eight
clients, including Infiniti,
SAIC, Denza, Nissan and
Venucia at this high-profile
auto show, Pico further
reinforced its position as the
go-to exhibition company in
China. Our design, fabrication
and project management
teams were also kept busy
with various projects for
Cadillac, Peugeot, Toyota,
Giti Tire, GKN and AUNDE
ISRI Business Consulting.
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McDonald’s China Managers
Convention
Taipei
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1 Abu Dhabi
2 Bandar Seri Begawan
3 Bangkok
4 Beijing
5 Cairo
6 Chenzhou
7 Colombo
8 Doha
9 Dongguan
10 Dubai
11 Guangzhou
12 Hanoi
13 Ho Chi Minh City
14 Hong Kong
15 Jakarta
16 Kuala Lumpur
17 London
18 Los Angeles
19 Macau
20 Manama
21 Manila
22 Melbourne
23 Mumbai
24 Perth
25 Phnom Penh
26 Rio de Janeiro
27 Riyadh
28 Sao Paulo
29 Seoul
30 Shanghai
31 Shenzhen
32 Singapore
33 Sydney
34 Taipei
35 Tokyo
36 Yangon
37 Xian

18

Global

presence in almost

40

major cities

28 26
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17
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5
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37
30
6
9
11
31 34
12 19 14
21
3
36
25 13

20
8 1 10
23
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16

32

29

35
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24
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